
Girls for a change.
Every year, Technovation invites teams of girls from all over the world to 
learn and apply the skills needed to solve real-world problems through 
technology.



Overview
What is Technovation?

How to Get Involved



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cRb5iel-3Ck




Technovation Mission

To inspire and empower young women to become 
leaders and innovators by solving problems in 
their community using technology and 
entrepreneurship



10,000 girls from 78 countries



Girls
Up to 5 per team
10 to 18 years old

Mentors
Teacher, parent, tech 

professional, or 
university student

Program Participants



Ideation: 2017 Themes

Health Education

EnvironmentPoverty Equality

Peace



12-week and 20-week schedules covering:

Curriculum

Code

Business*

Market

Pitch

* Some modules for senior division only
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Registration / Team Formation
for Girls & Mentors
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20-week curriculum



The majority of Technovation participants express greater interest in Computer
Science (78%), Entrepreneurship (70%), and Business Leadership (67%)

After participating in 
Technovation:

26% of alumnae in college major in CS, 65x the national rate of 
0.4% of first-year female college students majoring in CS.

58% of alumnae enroll in a further Computer Science course.



The Technovation 
Community



MentorStudent Judge Advocate

How to Get Involved



Participant Roles
Girls Mentors Judges

Generate an idea
Build a mobile app

Write a business plan
Develop a pitch

Meet with team regularly
Make sure team has resources
Facilitate curriculum lessons

Provide guidance 
Support problem solving 
Encourage perseverance

Connect to other resources

Provide thoughtful 
feedback to teams to 

support them in 
developing their 

Technovation business

No coding or app development experience is expected for any of these roles, but it is 
imperative that you are willing to learn alongside your team



my.technovationchallenge.org

Register Today!



Find a team  On the platform
Recruit your own

Secure space   Determine where you will meet the team
Online or In-Person

Start Training Brush up on and develop new skills (mentors)

Work through Work through the curriculum
Curriculum

NEXT STEPS



Learn more at technovationchallenge.org

Questions?



Appendix:
Mentor Resources



Becoming a Mentor

-

“I wasn't sure if I would be a good mentor. However, 
after two years of being a mentor (with Technovation), 
I'm more confident in playing that role. I enjoy working 
with students as they always have questions that force you to 
think outside the box. Working with them also inspires me to 
take on new challenges in my career and be more confident in 
doing so.”

–2014 - 2016 Technovation Mentor



Become a Mentor

Role Guide a team of girls

Skills Needed Supportive role model

Time Commitment 2-4 hours/month from October to December
2-4 hours/week from January to April

Pair Up! Co-lead a team with a mentor who 
complements your skill set.



Benefits

Mentor Training

Build your Network

Personal Development

Inspire the Next Generation

Virtual Mentorship


